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Abstract: The multiple physical fields of hot mix asphalt (HMA) during the compaction process have a significant impact on the durability of asphalt pavement, and this research aimed to evaluate the synergistic effect of the HMA field compaction of multi-physical field evolution during the compaction process. First, the temperature field, structural layer thickness variation, and structural layer density variation were monitored during field compaction. Second, the evolution properties of compaction thickness were obtained under the synergistic influence of multi-physical fields by temperature field and compaction thickness. Finally, the evolution properties of compaction density were obtained under the synergistic influence of multi-physical fields based on the temperature field and structural layer density. The results showed that the field compaction process could be characterized by three stages under the synergistic impact of multi-physical fields. The cooling of the temperature field presents two-stage characteristics. There were cubic polynomial evolution properties for the temperature field versus time and the density versus temperature field. There was an exponential relationship between the thickness of the compacted layer and the number of mills. The aggregate particles showed different motion characteristics in the horizontal and vertical directions and vertical directions. The vertical displacement was larger than the horizontal displacement under the synergistic influence of multi-physical fields during the three stages of compaction. The migration and reorganization of aggregate particles affected the evolution of the multi-physics fields of the compaction process under the action of different compaction modes.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Research background

Construction compaction is a critical component in enhancing the durability of asphalt pavement, and construction control is a cost-effective means. Therefore, many scholars have done macroscopic and microscopic simulations, digital graphic processing analyses, and indoor comparative tests on HMA (hot mix asphalt) to simulate the compaction process under the influence of multi-physical fields to improve the compaction quality.

Some scholars have devoted themselves to simulating the compaction process of HMA in the laboratory environment to reduce the void ratio of HMA field compaction in the past decades. Relevant studies have shown that pavement fatigue life could be increased by 10% with a 1% reduction in the void ratio of the mixture during compaction [1]. Zhao et al. found that the superpave gyratory compactor (SGC) and the shear box compactor (SBC) could better reproduce the field compaction condition by comparing the specimens compacted and shaped by the Marshall compactor, SSRC, SGC, SBC, and roller, among these methods [2].

Several methods using computers to simulate the compaction process of HMA have emerged with the rapid development of computer processing technology, for example, the analytical method, finite element method (FEM) [3], and discrete element method (DEM) [4]. Some scholars have used FEM to simulate the mechanical response of asphalt mixtures under different compaction methods [5]. Some scholars have used DEM first to simulate the motion properties of aggregate in the Marshall compaction test and then used the time-temperature equivalence principle to simulate the motion properties of aggregate under the changing temperature field during the compaction process [6,7]. However, most DEM research was the modeling of aggregates as spheres or spheroidal conglomerates [8], which did not produce accurate virtual aggregates or aggregate stacks, and the temperature of the compaction process in the field did not ideally vary linearly. It has been shown that the compaction of mixes varies with the temperature [9–11]. Significant reductions in voids in total mix (VTM) and voids in mineral aggregates (VMA) were obtained when the HMA compaction temperature was increased from 70 to 100 °C [12,13]. However, when the compaction temperature was lower than 85 °C, the VTM increased significantly [14].

To more comprehensively represent the influence of macro and micro features and aggregate morphology during HMA compaction, Liu et al. developed a coupled FEM-DEM model to maximize the balance between macro and micro elements [15]. However, the accuracy of their results needed to be further investigated. Komaragiri et al. optimized the morphological characteristics of aggregates by simulation using a physics engine [16,17], but the effects of factors have yet to be considered, such as friction between aggregates and the viscosity of the mortar in the physics engine. Although these techniques simulated the motion of aggregate particles to a certain extent, their accuracy still required further research under the synergistic influence of multiple physical fields.

SmartRock was widely used to further validate the accuracy of DEM for compaction simulation. SmartRock could track the motion of aggregate particles during compaction [18,19]. It has been found that the compaction process was not only related to the contact force between the aggregates [20,21],
but also to the size of the aggregate particles \[22,23\] and the vibration acceleration of the roller \[24,25\]. It has also been found that changes in compaction height could be translated into changes in the relative rotation of aggregate particles \[26\]. It has been found that gyratory compaction could better simulate the rolling process of rubber wheel rollers \[27\], and the locking point of the mixture was obtained by gyratory compaction \[28\]. However, the diameter of the SmartRock was too large (nearly 25 mm), which not only affected the gradation of the HMA but also generated stress concentrations around it, which affected the accuracy of the data.

In recent years, digital graphic processing techniques have been gradually applied to HMA compaction research. The migration and rotation properties of aggregates in the compaction process of the mixture were found through the statistical analysis of digital graphs \[29\]. It introduced some indicators, such as aggregate contact point and inclination angle, to characterize the skeleton properties of the mix \[30,31\]. It has been found that the shape-shadow characteristics of aggregates affected the mechanical properties of mixtures \[32,33\]. Image analysis of void distribution found that gyratory compaction was the closest to field compaction results \[34\]. These methods have achieved some aggregate motion characteristics and skeleton structure results. However, it was still unable to accurately describe the compaction properties of HMA under the influence of multiple physical fields.

The compaction of HMA could be improved by controlling compaction and changing the compaction method. Some scholars used DEM to model the interaction between asphalt mixture, and some used screed \[35\] to improve the compaction quality of HMA by controlling pre-compaction quality. Other scholars have also found that vacuum compaction could effectively improve the compaction of asphalt mixtures by comparing vacuum compaction with ordinary compaction \[36\] and compaction in different vacuum states \[37\].

A review of the literature reveals that there have been several studies on the effect of temperature field during HMA compaction as well as the kinematic properties of aggregate particles \[38\]. However, the former was more often studied by considering a single factor and using experimental and computer simulation methods. Studies assessing multiple physical fields still need to be included in the field on the HMA compaction process under field compaction conditions, and more effective and concise modeling studies still need to be included under the synergistic influence of multiple physical fields.

1.2. Objective and scope

This research aimed to discover the synergistic influence between multi-physical fields by examining the evolution patterns of physical fields, such as temperature, thickness, and density, in the field compaction process, as well as to research the motion properties of aggregate particles in horizontal and vertical directions under the synergistic influence of multi-physical fields and the effect of aggregate migration and reorganization on the multi-physical fields. The research plans are shown in Figure 1.
2. Theory of heat transfer

2.1. Basic heat transfer method

The heat transfer process of HMA field compaction mainly consists of three basic heat transfer modes: heat conduction, heat convection, and heat radiation.

The heat transfer process of HMA field compaction is represented in Figure 2, and the process of heat transfer conforms to Fourier’s law of heat transfer [39] as shown in Eq (1):

$$q(r,t) = -\lambda \nabla T(r,t) = -\lambda \nabla T(r,t)$$

(1)

where q is heat flux density, r is the proportionality factor, \(\lambda\) is thermal conductivity, and T (r, t) is temperature function.
Figure 2. Heat transfer during compaction process.

In Figure 2, \( t \) is the time, and \( Q \) is the amount of heat transfer during time \( t \).

The HMA compaction process satisfied the heat transfer equation [40], as in Eq (2):

\[
\frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} + \frac{q}{k} = \frac{1}{\alpha} \frac{\partial T}{\partial t}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the thermal diffusion coefficient, \( \alpha = \frac{k}{\rho c_p} \) indicates the ability of the internal temperature of an object to converge to a uniform temperature during unsteady-state heat transfer, \( \rho \) is the density, \( c_p \) is the constant-pressure specific heat capacity, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity, and \( q \) is the heat flow density.

Thermal convection phenomenon was generated on the contact surface between the mix and the air during HMA field compaction, and the total heat transfer coefficient between the air and the mix surface could be calculated by Newton’s law of cooling [41], as in Eq (3):

\[
q = h \Delta t
\]

where \( h \) is the convective heat transfer coefficient of the substance and \( \Delta t = |t_w - t| \) is the temperature difference between the object and the surrounding environment.

Thermal radiation is generated by the energy emitted from the material’s surface. HMA could be regarded as a blackbody, so it satisfies the Stefan-Boltzmann [39] law as in Eq (4):

\[
j^* = \varepsilon \sigma T_s^4
\]

where \( j^* \) is the total power radiated per unit area of a blackbody surface, \( \varepsilon \) is the radiation coefficient of the blackbody \( 0 < \varepsilon < 1 \), \( \sigma \) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and \( T_s \) is the thermodynamic temperature of the blackbody surface.
2.2. Transient nonlinear heat transfer

There was a nonlinear behavior of the thermal properties of HMA during paving and compaction as a function of temperature, density, and boundary conditions. The heat balance equation for nonlinear thermal analysis is shown in Eq (5) [39]:

\[
[C(T)]\dot{T} + [K(T)]T = \{Q(T)\}
\]

The thermal properties of a material are a function of temperature. For example, the boundary conditions of \(K(T)\) and \(C(T)\) vary continuously with temperature simultaneously. The environment’s temperature during the paving and rolling process played an essential role in the heat dissipation of HMA.

In summary, the variation of the temperature field of HMA was not only affected by boundary conditions, such as the initial temperature of the material and the external environment, but also by the density of the material during compaction. The mix’s temperature, thickness, and density constantly changed during the compaction process, affecting the heat transfer rate of HMA. It showed a synergetic influence between the temperature field, compaction thickness (“compacted thickness” means the thickness of the field-compacted layer of HMA mixture.), and density.

3. Experiments

The temperature field was continuously monitored at the layer surface, middle, and bottom during the field compaction process to research the synergistic effect of multi-physical fields of HMA field compaction. The compaction thickness and density were continuously measured under different compaction methods with the constantly changing temperature field.

3.1. Project conditions

Two representative projects were selected with the Jinpen Avenue project in the South China hot and humid weather and the Yuzhou-Dengfeng Expressway project in the North China dry weather.

3.2. Temperature field monitoring

The temperature field monitoring relied on the asphalt pavement construction project of Jinpen Avenue in Changsha. The structure of the applied surface layer was designed as 3 cm AC-10 + 4 cm AC-16 + 8 cm AC-25 base asphalt concrete, and the measurement layer was 4 cm AC-16 asphalt concrete. At that time, the temperature was 15°C, the wind speed was 3~4 grade, and it was cloudy. The double drum rollers all used the steel wheel static pressure mode, and the design rolling process was four times (eight times for the same section).

Pt100 temperature sensors should be buried within the asphalt mixture layer immediately after paving to test the consistency of HMA heat transfer at different locations. The final locations were doubled checked and it was found that all sensors were within 2 mm error of the design location, which satisfied the design requirement. Two measurement points were randomly selected on the road section as P1 and P2, and sensors B1, B2, and B3 were buried in the paving layer’s surface, middle, and bottom,
as shown in Figure 3 below. The data collection was started before the initial compaction by the roller to measure the temperature change of the layer surface, middle of the layer, and the bottom bearing layer surface in the compaction process.

![Figure 3. Temperature sensor burial location.](image)

### 3.3. Thickness monitoring

The monitoring work of thickness change also relied on the construction project of the middle surface layer AC-16 in the compaction process of HMA. Four measurement sections were selected, namely, M1, M2, M3, and M4, and two measurement points were randomly selected for each measurement section, namely, A1 and A2. Elevation measurements were carried out every time the steel-wheel roller rolled once (i.e., including two round trips). The evolution properties of the compaction thickness and the movement properties of the aggregate particles in the horizontal and vertical directions were obtained under the synergistic influence of multi-physical fields by measuring the compaction thickness.

### 3.4. Density monitoring

The compaction density monitoring was based on the construction project of the upper layer of asphalt pavement of the Yuzhou-Dengfeng Expressway. The design structure of the construction surface layer was 5 cm AC-16C + 6 cm AC-20C + 8 cm AC-25C of modified asphalt concrete, as shown in Figure 4. The design process of construction rolling was: The initial pressure was one time the static pressure of 13 t double drum roller, the design of repressing was seven times the vibration pressure of 13 t double drum roller and 6 times the 26 t tire roller, and the final pressure was four times the 11 t dual static pressure. Design speed: steel wheel traveling speed of 4 km/h and rubber wheel traveling speed of 6 km/h.
4. Results and discussions

This research statistically analyzed the temperature field, compaction thickness, and compaction density variation data during the HMA field compaction process of the AC-16 mid-surface layer and AC-16C upper layer, respectively. First, the evolution properties of temperature field, compaction thickness, and compaction density were established under the synergistic influence of multiple physical fields. Second, the synergistic relationship of multi-physical fields was analyzed from the compaction process of HMA. Finally, the effects of aggregate horizontal and vertical motions and aggregate particle migration and reorganization on the multi-physics fields were studied.

4.1. Temperature field test analysis

The collected data was analyzed on the temperature field of the HMA compaction process, and the temperature variations were shown in Figures 5 and 6 at the two measurement points P1 and P2.
HMA compaction process of the same measurement point of different layers of the temperature field showed that the measurement of the initial Pt100 sensors needed about 100 s to achieve synchronization with the temperature of the mixture (due to the layer bottom sensors in the paving buried in advance, measurement point P1 could not be shown with the temperature rise of the reflection time). When the initial temperature of the asphalt mixture $T_0$ was reduced to about 100 °C, the results showed that $T_{B2} > T_{B1} > T_{B3}$. Due to the temperature of the base of the mix being only about 20 °C, there is a need to absorb a large amount of heat to make the temperature rise to achieve the energy balance. At the same time, the mixed layer surface and the atmospheric environment (including solar
radiation, wind speed, convection, etc.), rolling tools’ rapid heat transfer led to $T_{B1}$ lower than $T_{B2}$. Heat reduced the asphalt mixture temperature through the thermal conductivity of the layer surface and the bottom. When the asphalt mixture temperature dropped below 100 °C, the results showed that $T_{B3} > T_{B2} \approx T_{B1}$. Due to the bottom of the layer, the base of the temperature difference decreased, leading to a reduction in the rate of heat conduction. In contrast, the layer surface and the middle of the layer density increase led to the speed of heat conduction increase, and the layer surface and the outside world of the temperature difference still had more considerable heat convection and the heat radiation amount was strong.

The temperature fields of HMA showed that the temperatures of both measurement points P1 and P2 in the same layer tended to accelerate the cooling with the increase of the compaction density in the same layer at different measurement points during the compaction process. However, the rate of temperature drop of P1 and P2 was different. The initial temperature of P2 was higher than that of P1, but the decreasing rate of temperature of P1 was more extensive than that of P2. From Eqs (2) and (4), the heat transfer process of HMA was positively correlated with both density and initial temperature. The initial temperature played a vital role in the heat transfer rate of the compaction process of HMA from the monitoring data.

The temperature influencing factors of each layer were different during HMA field compaction, and there were differences in initial temperature during paving, which made the mixture’s temperature drop at different rates. However, all layers conform to the properties of heat conduction, so the temperature change in the surface, the middle, and the bottom of the layer may have a cubic polynomial relationship with the rolling time. It was:

$$T_{HMA} = w_0 + w_1 t + w_2 t^2 + w_3 t^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $T_{HMA}$ is the current temperature of the mixture (°C); $w_0$, $w_1$, $w_2$, and $w_3$ are the regression function coefficients related to the mixture’s temperature and the compaction environment; and $t$ is the rolling time (s).

The regression statistical analysis of the temperature field of the HMA field compaction process could be, when taking the P2 measurement point as an example, obtained as the parameters $w_0$, $w_1$, $w_2$, and $w_3$ of temperature and time. The correlation coefficients $R^2$ were analyzed in correlation with the measurement points and the appropriate range values of each parameter were obtained, as shown in Table 1.

| Table 1. P2 Temperature field variation for each parameter. |
|-------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|-------------|----------------|
| P2          | $w_0$         | $w_1$         | $w_2$         | $w_3$       | $R^2$         |
| B1          | 152.33        | -0.03         | -2.79*10^{-6} | 2.11*10^{-9} | 0.969         |
| B2          | 167.93        | -0.07         | 1.91*10^{-5}  | -2.17*10^{-9} | 0.993         |
| B3          | 148.83        | -0.06         | 2.85*10^{-5}  | -5.18*10^{-9} | 0.990         |

$T = 2.11 \times 10^{-9} t^3 - 2.79 \times 10^{-9} t^2 - 0.03 t + 152.33$

$T = -2.17 \times 10^{-9} t^3 + 1.91 \times 10^{-5} t^2 - 0.07 t + 167.93$

$T = -5.18 \times 10^{-9} t^3 + 2.85 \times 10^{-5} t^2 - 0.06 t + 148.83$
The test results showed that the compaction density of HMA increased rapidly with the number of rolling under the synergistic influence of multi-physical fields. The corresponding rates of heat conduction and convection accelerated accordingly, and the decreasing rate of the temperature field increased sharply. However, as the compaction density increased slowly or no longer increased, the rate of heat conduction no longer increased, and the corresponding rate of heat conduction, heat convection, and heat radiation of the HMA began to decrease as the temperature difference between the HMA and the surrounding decreased. Eventually, the decreasing rate of the temperature field tended to stabilize. Therefore, the cooling of the temperature field could be divided into two stages during the HMA compaction process, namely:

1) Accelerated cooling stage, in which the density $\rho$ of the mixture increased rapidly and $\Delta T$ grew rapidly with the increase of $\rho$.

2) Uniform cooling stage, in which the mix density $\rho$ increased slowly and $\Delta T$ stabilized with $\rho$ and no longer increased.

4.2. Compaction thickness test analysis

The data measured by the level meter was analyzed, and the curve of variation of HMA thickness with the different rolling times was obtained under the synergistic influence of multiple physical fields, as shown in Figures 7 to 10.

![Figure 7. M1 Thickness variation curve.](image-url)
Figure 8. M2 Thickness variation curve.

Figure 9. M3 Thickness variation curve.
The variation of thickness with the rolling times showed that the amount of thickness variation, $\Delta H$, was different due to the difference in the thickness of the loose pavement. When the initial rolling was done twice, $\Delta H$ ranged from 4 to 9 mm. When rolling 3–4 times, $\Delta H$ ranged from 1 to 3 mm. When rolling more than five times, $\Delta H$ was less than 1 mm with very little change. So, if only a single rolling method were used, the thickness of the compacted layer of asphalt mixture could be expressed by the following relationship [42]:

\[
\frac{H_N - H_\infty}{H_\infty} = \frac{H_0 - H_\infty}{H_\infty} \times e^{-\alpha N} \tag{7}
\]

where: $H_N$ is the layer thickness after rolling $N$ times, $H_\infty$ is the theoretical layer thickness after endless times of rolling, $H_0$ is the layer thickness at the beginning of rolling, $N$ is the number of times of rolling and $\alpha$ is the influencing factor of the deformation speed of rolling, which reflects the deformation capacity of the asphalt mixture in this state under a particular load and environmental effects. Transforming Eq (7) further, it could be obtained that:

\[
H_N = H_\infty \times (1.0 + \gamma \times e^{-\alpha N}) \tag{8}
\]

The parameter $\gamma = \frac{(H_0 - H_\infty)}{H_\infty}$ represents the correlation between the state before and the theoretical final compaction state.

Nonlinear regression analysis of the field measurement data could get the parameters $\alpha$, $\gamma$, and $H_\infty$ in the relationship between the thickness of the compacted layer and the rolling times passes. The correlation coefficient $R^2$ was analyzed in correlation with the measurement points and the appropriate range values of each parameter were obtained, as shown in Table 2.

**Figure 10.** M4 Thickness variation curve.

![Thickness variation curve diagram](image)
Table 2. Variation of compaction thickness for each parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test points</th>
<th>$H_0$</th>
<th>$H_\infty$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Regression equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>M1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
<td>$H_N = H_\infty * (1.0 + 0.27 * e^{-0.59^N})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.9989</td>
<td>$H_N = H_\infty * (1.0 + 0.28 * e^{-0.53^N})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.9987</td>
<td>$H_N = H_\infty * (1.0 + 0.29 * e^{-0.44^N})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>$H_N = H_\infty * (1.0 + 0.21 * e^{-0.52^N})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.9970</td>
<td>$H_N = H_\infty * (1.0 + 0.22 * e^{-0.37^N})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.9986</td>
<td>$H_N = H_\infty * (1.0 + 0.25 * e^{-0.50^N})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.9963</td>
<td>$H_N = H_\infty * (1.0 + 0.28 * e^{-0.42^N})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.9960</td>
<td>$H_N = H_\infty * (1.0 + 0.29 * e^{-0.39^N})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean values $\gamma = 0.26$, $\alpha = 0.47$, and $R^2 = 0.99822$ were obtained by field test regression, then the functional expression of $H_N$ (mm) was obtained from Eq (8) as:

$$H_N = H_\infty * (1.0 + 0.26 * e^{-0.47^N})$$ (9)

The above Eq (9) could be used to predict the compacted layer thickness. If $H_\infty \approx H_{design}$ was approximated, the compacted thickness of the asphalt mixture could be expressed as:

$$H_N = H_{design} * (1.0 + \gamma * e^{-\alpha^N})$$ (10)

The cumulative value of thickness change of M3 was used as an example to analyze the change rule of structural layer thickness in the compaction process of HMA. Table 3 and Figure 11 showed that the “cumulative value of thickness change” has an excellent logarithmic correlation with the rolling times, i.e., $h = z \ln(N) + p$.

Table 3. Cumulative values of M3 degree change (mm) and regression equation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of rolling</th>
<th>A1 Thicknesses</th>
<th>Regression equation</th>
<th>A2 Thicknesses</th>
<th>Regression equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>$h = 2.74\ln(N) + 3.11$</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.995$</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>$h = 2.48\ln(N) + 4.92$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.979$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 11. Cumulative change in M3 thickness versus number of rolling curves.

The inflection point [43] would appear near the rolling number 2, and thickness would be almost unchanged after the rolling number more than 5 times in the compaction process of the asphalt mixture from the tangent line intersection in Figures 7 to 10. Therefore, the point near the rolling number 5 could be defined as the locking point [44] of HMA field compaction. Thus, the field compaction process could be divided into three stages under the influence of multi-physical fields, namely:

1) Accelerated compaction stage, in which $\Delta H$ increased rapidly and $H_N$ quickly decreased with the increasing rolling numbers.

2) Uniform compaction stage, in which $\Delta H$ remained unchanged and $H_N$ decreased linearly with the increasing rolling numbers.

3) Decelerated compacting stage, in which $\Delta H$ decreased gradually and $H_N$ decreased slowly with the increasing rolling numbers.

The structural layer thickness decreased rapidly, the vertical and horizontal displacements of the aggregate particles increased considerably, and the vertical displacements were more significant than the horizontal displacements [45] during the accelerated compacting stage. It might be due to the increase in contacts and vertical unbalanced force of the aggregate particles. The thickness of the structural layer decreases uniformly, and the vertical and horizontal displacements of the aggregate particles begin to fall gradually in the uniform compaction stage. It could be due to the formation of skeleton structure among aggregates, the corresponding contact number of aggregates, and the vertical unbalance force beginning to decrease. The thickness of the structural layer decreased slowly or even unchanged, and the vertical and horizontal displacements of the aggregate particles almost ceased to increase and stabilized in the decelerated compacting stage. It could be attributed to the formation of the locking structure among the aggregate skeletons and the gradual formation of the densification structure.

The heat transfer rate was increased accordingly, with the thickness of HMA compaction decreased. The thinner the thickness, the faster the temperature field changes and the easier it was to be compacted as the number of rolling times increased for different thicknesses of points in the same temperature field. Therefore, the thickness of the compaction layer affected the change of the
temperature field, and the transformation of the temperature field involved the compaction difficulty of HMA. It was found that there was a synergistic influence between the change of compaction thickness and the change of temperature field from the change rule of compaction thickness.

4.3. Compaction thickness test analysis

The variation of gross bulk density and temperature field of HMA with compaction time at different measurement points was shown in Figures 12 to 15.

Figure 12. D1 Temperature over time.

Figure 13. D1 Density over time.
Analysis from Figures 12 to 15 showed that the density of asphalt mixes underwent significant changes with the increase in the number of rolling (or time). The density of the mixture was low after loose paving, and the initial compression increased the density rapidly. The density increased further with the steel wheel vibration re-compacting, and the density was stabilized in the rolling three times after. The parallel test results showed that the density tends to change from large to small after the same rolling. It indicated the visco-plastic deformation and delayed recovery of visco-elastic deformation of the asphalt mixture. When kneading and re-compacting with rubber wheel rollers, the first two passes caused the insufficiently compacted mixture to be subjected to significant shear...
stresses and to push and arch. It resulted in a tendency for the mix densities to decrease but gradually increased again after several rollings. The rubber roller on the mix rubbing and kneading action reduced aggregate damage, eliminated stress cracks, and improved the surface “oiliness”. The purpose of static steel wheel final compaction was to stop the wheel tracks left by the rolling process of the tire roller, and it did not improve the compactness. It should be carried out immediately after the end of the re-compaction. Otherwise, it could be challenging to eliminate the wheel tracks after the temperature was too low.

The type of roller affected the temperature field of the HMA. Steel wheel rollers caused a significant temperature drop in the surface of the HMA. In contrast, rubber wheel rollers had little effect on the surface temperature of the HMA and even had an instantaneous increase. The temperature difference between the middle and surface of the HMA layer was about 10 to 20 °C under the combination of steel and rubber wheel rolling. In the AC-16C compaction process, the surface and middle layer temperatures had the same three-degree polynomial relationship with the rolling times. The regression statistical analysis of the temperature fields of the two measurement points, D1 and D2, respectively, were shown in Tables 4 and 5:

Table 4. D1 Temperature field variation for each parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Regression equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$W_0$</td>
<td>$W_1$</td>
<td>$W_2$</td>
<td>$W_3$</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>$T = -9.39 \times 10^{-5}t^3 + 0.03t^2 - 2.83t + 141.40$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>141.40</td>
<td>-2.83</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-9.39 $\times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.9875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>172.51</td>
<td>-4.48</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-5.58 $\times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.9969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. D2 Temperature field variation for each parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Regression equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$W_0$</td>
<td>$W_1$</td>
<td>$W_2$</td>
<td>$W_3$</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>$T = -2.91 \times 10^{-4}t^3 + 0.04t^2 - 2.48t + 147.03$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>147.03</td>
<td>-2.48</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-2.91 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.9939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>170.06</td>
<td>-3.81</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-6.40 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accuracy of the regression statistical analysis of the temperature field of HMA was thus verified again under the influence of multiple physical fields. The monitoring results of the compaction density showed that, to ensure adequate compaction of the modified asphalt mixture, the effective rolling time was around 25 min. At the end of the rolling, the internal temperature was not less than 100 °C (the surface temperature was not less than 90 °C).

The variation of gross bulk density with compaction temperature at the surface and middle of the HMA layer at the two measurement points, D1 and D2, was shown in Figures 16 to 19.
Figure 16. Variation of D1 density with layer surface temperature.

Figure 17. Variation of D1 density with temperature in the layer.
The results showed differences in the temperature fields at the surface and middle of the layer during the compaction process of HMA, and they led to different rates of change in the compaction density. However, the compaction density had the same variation rule as the temperature field under the synergistic influence of multi-physical fields. The research found that there might be a three-degree
A polynomial relationship between density change and temperature during compaction, which was:

\[ D_{HMA} = p_0 T^3 + p_1 T^2 + p_0 T + p_0 \]  

(11)

where \( D_{HMA} \) is the density of HMA (g/cm\(^3\)); \( p_0, p_1, p_2, p_3 \) are the coefficients of the regression function related to the temperature of the mixture and the compaction environment as well as the compaction process; and \( T \) is the temperature of the rolling process (°C).

Regression statistical analysis of the density was performed to obtain the parameters \( p_0, p_1, p_2, p_3 \) in Eq (11) under the synergistic influence of the multi-physical fields at the two measurement points D1 and D2. The correlation coefficients, \( R^2 \), were then correlated with the measurement points, and the appropriate range of values of each parameter was obtained, as shown in Tables 6 and 7.

**Table 6. Variation of D1 compaction density for each parameter.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D1</th>
<th>( p_0 )</th>
<th>( p_1 )</th>
<th>( p_2 )</th>
<th>( p_3 )</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>Regression equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-2.17*10(^{-4})</td>
<td>2.47*10(^{-7})</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>( D = 2.47<em>10^{-7}T^3 - 2.17</em>10^{-4}T^2 - 0.03T + 1.23 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-3.88*10(^{-4})</td>
<td>8.12*10(^{-7})</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>( D = 8.12<em>10^{-7}T^3 - 3.88</em>10^{-4}T^2 - 0.05T + 0.28 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7. Variation of D2 compaction density for each parameter.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D2</th>
<th>( p_0 )</th>
<th>( p_1 )</th>
<th>( p_2 )</th>
<th>( p_3 )</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>Regression equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>9.190</td>
<td>-0.184</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-5.272*10(^{-6})</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>( D = -5.272*10^{-6}T^3 + 0.002T^2 - 0.184T + 9.190 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>9.75*10(^{4})</td>
<td>-2.74*10(^{-6})</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>( D = -2.74<em>10^{4}T^3 + 9.75</em>10^{4}T^2 - 0.11T + 7.15 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spatial distribution of pores was influenced by the compaction method [46] in the HMA during compaction. The void ratio gradually decreases, and the density increases continuously in the static load method compaction process with the number of rolls. At the same time, the aggregate was constrained to increase, and the aggregate was crushed severely so that the density reached a bottleneck and could not continue to grow. However, the dynamic load action of the rubber roller caused the crushed aggregate to migrate, which tended to reduce the density of the HMA. The kneading action of the rubber rollers will effectively reorganize the broken aggregate to protect the aggregate from further crushing. Eventually, the mixture skeleton reorganization reduced the void ratio again to form a new stable skeleton structure. The additional increased density of HMA will directly affect the change in the temperature field. Therefore, the migration and reorganization of aggregate particles impacted the evolution process of the multi-physics field under different compaction methods. When the rolling temperature was lower than 85°C, the density of the HMA was almost unchanged with the increase in the number of rolls and the void ratio no longer decreased and stabilized. Therefore, the movement of aggregate particles significantly reduced with the stabilization of the compaction thickness, the
decrease of temperature, and the increasing viscosity of asphalt.

The temperature of the layer surface was significantly lower than that of the layer center during HMA field compaction due to the more vigorous thermal convection and heat conduction at the layer surface relative to the layer center. What’s more, the density change of the layer surface was faster than that of the middle layer, which led to a further acceleration of the heat dissipation rate of the layer surface—and ultimately led to a more drastic change of the temperature field of the layer surface than that of the middle layer. The evolution of the temperature field influenced the size of the void ratio, which in turn affected the change in compaction density. There was a synergistic influence among the multiple physical fields in the compaction process of HMA.

In summary, this study could provide intelligent compaction with the principle of multi-physical field synergy of on-site compaction and the method of analyzing and processing each parameter. The compaction process could be effectively predicted by the relationship between temperature field and time, compaction thickness and number of times, and compaction density and temperature. First, the prediction could improve the efficiency of construction organizations. Second, controlling the number of times and time of rolling to avoid the under-compaction and over-compaction problems of HMA could help to improve the efficiency of construction machinery. Finally, this method could improve the construction quality of HMA through exemplary construction process management.

5. Conclusions

This research evaluated the influence of the temperature field, compaction thickness, and compaction density during HMA field compaction. It was finally concluded that there was a synergistic effect among the multiple physical fields of the HMA during the compaction process. The conclusions of this research were as follows:

1) A two-stage change during HMA field compaction characterized the synergistic influence of compaction density and temperature field. There were cubic polynomial evolution properties between the temperature field and time under the synergistic impact of multiple physical fields.

2) The compaction process could be characterized by three different stages changing under the synergistic influence of compaction thickness and temperature field. There was an exponential relationship between the thickness of the compacted layer and the number of rolls under the synergistic influence of multiple physical fields.

3) The displacements of aggregate particles showed movement directions that were faster and then slower, and the vertical displacement was more significant than the horizontal displacement in the three phases of compaction under the synergistic influence of multiple physical fields.

4) The aggregate particles showed a direction of vertical to horizontal migration and reorganization with the compaction process from static to dynamic loads under the synergistic influence of the multi-physics fields. The migration and reorganization of aggregate particles also affected the evolution of the multi-physics fields.

5) This study revealed the synergistic properties of multi-physical fields in the compaction process of HMA. The construction compaction theory could be further improved by more physical engineering applications and verified by data monitoring.
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